
2017 Avenger M-27 RLS

Vehicle Type Travel Trailers/5th Wheels

Model M-27 RLS

Length x Width 31' 1" x 8'

Axles 2

Weight (lbs) 6290

Self-Contained Yes

Slides 1 

Suggested List Used Wholesale Trade-In Used Retail

BASE PRICE $30,695 $12,750 $18,400

TOTAL PRICE $30,695 $12,750 $18,400

Vehicle Notes
Manufacturer Note:

In addition to previously mentioned items, 32 RES includes air hide-a-bed sofa.

In addition to previously mentioned items, 32 RES includes air hide-a-bed sofa.

Year Note:

In addition to what is standard, models include the Advantage Package and Touring Edition 6.0. Avenger ATI models include the 

Advantage Package and power awning.

In addition to what is standard, models include the Advantage Package and Touring Edition 6.0. Avenger ATI models include the 

Advantage Package and power awning.

Value Explanations
Suggested List

The value listed in this column reflects the approximate price of the unit when it is brand new. The prices listed are furnished by the 

manufacturer and are assumed to be correct. The list price does not include freight charges.

Used Wholesale Trade-In

(Low Book) - This column reflects the average wholesale value of a used unit “ready for resale”. This may also be considered a trade-in 

value.

Used Retail

(High Book) - This column reflects the retail value of a used unit “ready for resale”.

"BRAND NEW", Non Current:

The Used Retail Value does not represent “brand new” non-current year vehicles. Recent market research shows that “brand new” non-

current models can increase the used value of an identical model by 6%-12%.

Self-Contained

This column will inform you as to whether the individual unit is self-contained or not.

Note:

Any R.V. listed as self-contained normally includes the following components as standard equipment: LPG oven & stove, refrigerator, 

pressurized water system, toilet facilities, and sleeping accommodations. 
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